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Cost-Reduction Tip (Consumption)

Savings Area: CONSUMPTION REDUCTION

Greetings!

SAVINGS AREA: Consumption Cost-Reduction.   
 
A consumption cost-reduction occurs when
improvements are made to the way goods and/or
services are consumed or ordered to eliminate
waste in materials, services, inventory, and time.

Cost-Reduction Tips & Tools: (request free whitepaper)
1) Optimize inventory levels and strategies to minimize carrying-costs and
obsolescence, while maximizing availability.
2) Perform supplier manufacturing (or service) process mapping for insights.
3) Evaluate supplier's Work-in-Process (WIP) flow for opportunities to stage WIP at
key differentiation points to reduce WIP and lead-time.
4) Review for raw materials standardization and aggregation.
5) Seek opportunities for Supplier (Vendor) Managed Inventory.
6) Optimize ordering forecast techniques and time-phased planning with supplier.
7) Create reductions in minimum-lot-sizes, setup-costs, setup-times, material
losses, obsolescence rates, and transportation-inbound costs & times.
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8) Negotiate strategically (internally and externally). (request checklist)

"When spend categories are managed 'well,' you reduce costs 20% (or more)."

Actual Scenario:
A manufacturing company had several technology products built upon similar (but
different) technical raw materials. 

It was identified that 50% of the raw material could be standardized and staged at a
key WIP (work-in-process) point within the supplier's manufacturing process, at a
stage that was 70% complete, but not yet differentiated into specific end products.

The customer was now able to release differentiated product as-needed to
completion, reducing lead-time raw inventory 65%, and greatly reducing inventory
carrying and obsolescence costs.

Actual Results:
Annual Material Savings: $150K/year (due to standardize volume increase).
Annual Inventory Savings: $210K/year (based of 20%/year carrying cost).

Cost-reductions were achieved using tools listed in this e-Bulletin.

Free Download: Self-Savings Estimator Worksheet.   

Boise Interim Staffing: Considering interim or part-time procurement staffing? 
 
Please feel free to contact us regarding questions:
Email rdeamicis@procurement-one.com or call 208-809-5487.
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